
Methylation of the presented cases was studied using the MRC-Holland SALSA MS-MLPA 

Probemix ME030-C3 BWS/RSS.  

The Figure A, B, C are the Ratio charts of a control sample, Patient 1, Patient 3 respectively 

as seen in the Comparative Analysis Sample Results Explorer of Coffalyser.Net.  

Figure A (Sample ID W172 or control sample ) 

 



 Figure B (Sample ID Y653 or Patient 1 ) 

 



 Figure C (Sample ID Y399 or Patient 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Interpretation of the above ratio charts is tabulated below and detailed explanation follows  

Sample Id  Locus(hg18 location) HHA1 digested Probe ratio 
(Hypo/Hypermethylation) 

Diagnosis 

Control 
(W172MLPA-9 
) 
 

IC1 HHA1 (i.e.11-
001. 975955- 
976583) 

0.5 suggesting Normal/ 1 copy 
methylation  

Control  

IC2 HHA1 (i.e.11-
002. 677116 - 
677970) 

0.5 suggesting Normal/ 1 copy 
methylation  

 
Patient 1 
(Y653 MLPA-35) 

IC1 HHA1 <0.5 Loss of 
Hypomethylation  
(~30%) 

RSS 

IC2 HHA1 0.5 suggesting Normal 

Patient 3 
(Y399MLPA-24) 
 
 

IC1 HHA1 >0.5  
Gain of methylation 
(~50%)   

BWS 

IC2 HHA1 0.5 suggesting Normal 
methylation 

 

 

The upper chart in each figure displays the results of the undigested counterpart / the copy 

number analysis and the lower chart displays the results of the digested counterpart / the 

methylation status analysis.  

In the upper chart a probe ratio of 1 for a particular probe indicates that there are two 

copies of that particular target region/probe. The upper chart therefore is showing no 

deletion/duplication of the target probes in the IC1 and IC2 loci ( see upper charts of Fig 

A,B,C).  

When there are two copies of a particular target, after digestion by HHA1, a normal IC1 or 

IC2 locus shows a probe ratio of 0.5 or 50% indicates that one copy is methylated. A probe 

ratio of 1 or 100% indicates both copies are methylated. A probe ratio between 0.5-1 

suggests GOM or gain of Methylation and between 0-0.5 suggests loss of methylation.  

The patient 1 in the manuscript is showing IC1 hypomethylation with IC1 HHA1  median 

probe ratio <0.5 with IC2 showing normal methylation with HHA1 median probe ratio of 0.5 

suggestive of RSS (Figure B lower chart) .  

The patient 3 is showing IC1 GOM as the IC1 HHA1 median probe ratio is >0.5 with IC2 

showing normal methylation with IC2 HHA1 median probe ratio of 0.5 suggesting the 

diagnosis of BWS(Figure C lower chart ) 



 (Below is a Snapshot of a table explaining above as taken from the manual for MS-MLPA 

used for BWS/RSS i.e.ME030-C3 BWS/RSS) 

 

The highlighted patterns are seen in patient 1 and 3. 

 




